Kegan Chapman has become a source of inspiration to women at NASA. Her dream started in high school when she learned about the International Space Station. Chapman’s dream was to become an astronaut and one day, she would be able to travel to space. She was particularly drawn to the physical fitness and experience of a life aboard the station.

Chapman’s dedication and hard work paid off, and she was selected to join NASA’s astronaut candidate program in 2020. She completed a rigorous training regimen that included spacewalk simulations, zero-gravity flights, and astrophysics courses.

In 2023, Chapman became the first African American woman to enter space. Her journey to realize her dream was not without its challenges, but she remained focused and determined.

Kegan Chapman is a testament to the power of perseverance and the importance of setting and pursuing ambitious goals. Her story serves as an inspiration to all who dream of achieving great things.
1. How does a woman's income affect her ability to afford the American Dream?

2. What are the problems and issues involved in money lending and borrowing?
How did personal success in saving money, have an influence on the purchasing of a personal item?

2. How did personal physiological factors play a role in the purchasing of a personal item?

The purchase of a personal item often involves a combination of personal success and physiological factors. Personal success, in the form of saved money, can provide financial independence and the ability to make more informed decisions. Physiological factors, on the other hand, can influence the desire for certain items or the ability to appreciate their value.

Money - an attribute of God: God is always associated with His infinite power.

Money has always been a symbol of power and influence, and it continues to be so today. The ability to accumulate wealth and possess material goods is often seen as a measure of success and status. This is because money is closely tied to the concept of power and control, which are associated with God in many religious and cultural traditions.

Material success is often perceived as a sign of God's favor, and the ability to amass wealth is seen as a way of demonstrating one's closeness to God. This is because money is often used as a tool for charity and philanthropy, which are behaviors that are praised in many religions.

The Bible, for example, emphasizes the importance of giving and sharing with others. It states that those who give to the poor are like the giver of the universe, and those who hoard wealth are like the devil. This is because God is associated with the concept of abundance, and those who possess wealth are often seen as being in alignment with His will.

In conclusion, personal success and money are closely linked to the concept of God in many religious and cultural traditions. The ability to accumulate wealth and possess material goods is often seen as a measure of success and status, and is closely tied to the concept of power and control, which are associated with God. This is because money is often used as a tool for charity and philanthropy, which are behaviors that are praised in many religions.
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Conclusion:

Money and personal success are closely linked to the concept of God in many religious and cultural traditions. The ability to accumulate wealth and possess material goods is often seen as a measure of success and status, and is closely tied to the concept of power and control, which are associated with God. This is because money is often used as a tool for charity and philanthropy, which are behaviors that are praised in many religions.
like an ever fixed mark (light house). It guides one through voyage of life like a pole star. One can measure the altitude of stars but not the depth of true love. True love remains firm. It neither alters nor bends. Ravages of time might destroy ones external beauty but not true love. True love lasts till the last day of the world. The poet challenges his readers to disprove his ideas on 'True love'. He keeps his writing career at stake for his claims. If his theory of love is disproved, he offers to quit writing.

VII. ESSAY TYPE QUESTIONS:

1. Describe Shakespeare’s views on “True love” as portrayed in Sonnet No: 116.

Introduction: William Shakespeare’s sonnet: 116 deals with “True love”.
Shakespeare has composed 154 sonnets and two long poems viz., “Venus and Adonis” and “The Rape of Lucrece”. As these lyrics are sweet, they are often called “sugar cane” sonnets. Of them, Sonnet: 116 has endeared Shakespeare to the mankind most because it deals with the universal human emotion, “love”.

Marriage of minds: Shakespeare respects the social contract, marriage, so much that he does not approve of separation even during crisis. He does not want the society to put hurdles across the union of two minds. Man shall not part who God chooses to join.

Nature of true love: The poet does not want any obstacles to be placed on the way of marriage of true minds. Real love will not change when alternatives present themselves and tempt. Even death cannot remove genuine love.

Love-powered lighthouse: It is like a permanently fixed beacon which guides ships in troubled waters. In fact, loving couple can guide people who struggle to sail in the ocean of life. True love, like a lighthouse is unmoved by even the fiercest storm.

Star-crossed lovers: Love is like a polestar to every wandering ship. Love, like a star, rules the destiny of man. Altitude of a star may be measured using technical devices. But its influence in man’s life can not be gauged quite easily.

True love’s defiance of agents of time: The physical appearance of the lovers may be subjected to the ravages of time. But it can not be destroyed by it. Days and months can not change love. It continues till the doom’s day. Shakespeare challenges people to disprove it. If his theory of love is disproved, he offers to quit.

Conclusion: The poet’s understanding of true love is really profound and accurate. He challenges readers to disprove his views on “True Love” because his insights into human psyche and emotions has always proved amazingly right.

VIII. ACTIVITY

1. Translate the poem, Sonnet: 116 into Tamil.

“எழும்பு நீளவிலான பக்தியில் காந்தியாய்
சேர்ம கோஷி கோயிலில் பாதுகாக்கு
ஏற்று என்றால் அல்லாது தேவையாண் வாழ்கை.
அம்மன் உள்ளாங்கிய கோர்த்தாளை அவர்கள்.”
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Under what circumstances did the family function take place? Explain.

- Under which circumstances did the family function take place?

Family Function:

In the context of the provided text, it seems that the family function took place under circumstances that were not explicitly detailed. However, based on the context, it can be inferred that the family function was a social event that brought together family members, possibly for a special occasion or celebration.

Family Function Details:

- The event was attended by the entire family, including parents and children.

Family Function Scenario:

- The family function was held in a comfortable setting, possibly a dining hall or a similar venue.

Family Function Activities:

- The family engaged in various activities, such as conversations, games, and family games.

Family Function Importance:

- The family function was significant in strengthening family bonds and creating memorable experiences.

Conclusion:

The family function highlighted the importance of family time and the role it plays in maintaining strong family relationships.

What is the significance of the family function?

The family function is significant because it provides an opportunity for family members to come together, share experiences, and strengthen relationships. It also serves as a platform for festivities and celebrations, adding joy and happiness to the family's lives.

What are the benefits of family functions?

1. Strengthening family bonds
2. Creating memorable experiences
3. Sharing traditions and cultural practices
4. Providing opportunities for family members to interact and engage in activities together

How does the family function contribute to the well-being of family members?

The family function contributes to the well-being of family members by

- Providing a supportive environment for emotional growth
- Encouraging healthy lifestyle habits
- Fostering a sense of belonging and identity
- Reducing stress levels through social interaction

In conclusion, family functions play a crucial role in maintaining family cohesion and promoting a healthy family environment.
The second day evening, he was brought back by the police.

The man continued. This fear got intensified.

The next day, when he was the only living entity going, he could hardly escape from this place. The fear was overwhelming. He looked for a door to escape. He ran away.
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2. The rich lady could not recognize his old friend due to her miserable appearance.

3. One day, Matilda happened to meet Mrs. Forestier.

4. She told her poor friend that it was not a real diamond necklace, but a cheap one.

5. The moral of the story is the desire for Ostentation is dangerous.

Answer:

Matilda and her husband worked hard for the next ten years and repaid the debts. One day, Matilda happened to meet Mrs. Forestier. The rich lady could not recognize her old friend due to her miserable appearance. She told her poor friend that it was not a real diamond necklace, but a cheap one. The moral of the story is the desire for Ostentation is dangerous.

VI. Write an essay on how the necklace changed the life of the Matilda, by developing the hints given below.

Matilda married to a petty clerk — They were poor — she longed for a luxurious life — Her husband brought invitation — Desire for a new dress and jewelry — borrowed a necklace — Party goes off well — Necklace lost — they get time — buy a new necklace — return it — to pay the debt lead a simple life — Many years pass by — Mme. Forestier is met — Listens to the story — says that necklace is imitation — a small thing has ruined their life.

Immodest desire for luxury: Matilda married Mr. Loisel, a petty clerk. She longed for a luxurious life. She suffered continuously feeling herself born for all delicacies of this world. The poverty of her apartment, the shabby walls and worn out chairs and faded stuff depressed her.

Desire lands in distress: One day her husband brought her an invitation for a party at the residence of Minister of Public Instruction. Mrs. Loisel was vexed. Her husband was confused. She explained that she did not have a decent dress. Mr. Loisel initially approved of the dress she used to wear for going to the theatre with him. But Matilda wanted a nice dress befitting the occasion. In a mood to please his wife, he gave her 400 Francs to buy a new dress. On the Ball day, she was depressed. She complained that she had no jewel to adorn herself with. On her husband’s suggestion, she borrowed a diamond necklace from her friend Mme. Forestier. Mme. Loisel was a great success in the party. Even the minister of education paid some attention to her. Many cabinet ministers danced with her. On her return, she found out that the necklace had been lost.

Years of trouble for a day of pleasure: In addition to her husband’s inheritance of 18000 Francs, they borrowed money and bought diamond necklace for 36,000 Francs and replaced the lost one with the new one. They led a hard life for 10 long years to repay the debt. One day Matilda met Mme. Forestier in a park. Matilda told her that she changed and aged because of her. She had lost the borrowed necklace. They replaced it by a necklace they had bought for 36,000 Francs. After listening to her narration, Mme. Forestier said it was only an imitation worth 500 Francs. Matilda realized that a small indiscretion had in fact ruined her youth and simple life. Poor Matilda had to savour those few moments she was happy during the commissioner’s ball for the rest of her life.

2. By developing the following hints, write a character sketch of Matilda.

Matilda — wife of petty clerk — poor condition of her home — Her longing for a luxurious life
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Introduction: Human beings are naturally inclined to find happiness in things that are free. But not everything that is free is truly free. For example, the air we breathe and the water we drink are free, but we still have to work to maintain them.

Developing the idea into the following essay:

1. The idea of setting up a free library.

   - The idea was not new. Similar libraries had been set up in many parts of the world. But this one was different. It was set up by a group of friends who wanted to make learning accessible to everyone.

   - The library was open to everyone, regardless of age or background. It was a place where people could come together and learn from each other.

   - The library was funded by donations from the community and was run by volunteers.

   - The idea was successful, and it quickly became a popular place in the community.

2. The idea of setting up a free gym.

   - The idea was not new. Many communities had set up gyms before. But this one was different. It was set up by a group of friends who wanted to make fitness accessible to everyone.

   - The gym was open to everyone, regardless of age or fitness level. It was a place where people could come together and work out.

   - The gym was funded by donations from the community and was run by volunteers.

   - The idea was successful, and it quickly became a popular place in the community.

3. The idea of setting up a free park.

   - The idea was not new. Many communities had set up parks before. But this one was different. It was set up by a group of friends who wanted to make nature accessible to everyone.

   - The park was open to everyone, regardless of age or fitness level. It was a place where people could come together and enjoy nature.

   - The park was funded by donations from the community and was run by volunteers.

   - The idea was successful, and it quickly became a popular place in the community.

Conclusion: Setting up free libraries, gyms, and parks is a great way to make learning, fitness, and nature accessible to everyone. It is a way to build a stronger community and make the world a better place for all.

Invention to trouble: The lost precious home in invention for a ball at the edge of the earth. 325